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Headteacher’s Message
Well, what an eventful year 2020 has been!
I remember vividly that at this time last year, I had just been appointed as the new
Headteacher of Holyrood Academy and I was busy preparing to lead the school
community forward into 2020. Looking back at my plans and notes from that time was a
really heartening experience as I could see how far we have come and what we have
achieved together over the past year. None of that would have been possible without the
hard work and dedication of our wonderful staff, the studious and mature attitudes of
our brilliant students and the unwavering support of you, our fantastic parents and
carers. I would like to thank you all both professionally and personally for your support
of our improvement of the school.
It would be an understatement to simply state that this has been a difficult year but I have
often remembered a particular line by ex-President Theodore Roosevelt who
said 'Nothing in the world is worth having or worth doing unless it means effort, pain,
difficulty…'. We have all certainly encountered more than our fair share of pain and difficulty this year and my thoughts
are with anyone who has been affected by the Coronavirus, this Christmas. I must say that I did not expect to be leading
our school through a pandemic and in taking some time to reflect and consider how Holyrood has fared over the past 9
months in particular, I know that we have not got everything right first time but I am extremely proud of how our staff
and students have worked hard, been kind to each other and joined in to get through this together. There is a real sense
of togetherness at the Academy and that makes it a lovely place to be.
I would like to publicly thank the staff at Holyrood for serving the community with such distinction this year. We are so
lucky to have such a dynamic and pragmatic staff team who work with such intensity in pursuit of what our students need
and deserve. Each and every one of them have contributed invaluably to our running of a safe, happy and successful
school.
I truly believe that Holyrood Academy is exiting 2020 in far better shape than we entered it and am greatly looking
forward to continuing to improve our school for the students, next year.
I wish all of you a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
Mr Dave MacCormick
Headteacher

Following us?

Be the first to know
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Charity Bike Ride for CRISIS at Christmas
Charity Bike Ride for Crisis at Christmas

Team Holyrood

On Saturday 5th December, teams of staff from Axe Valley
Academy, Holyrood Academy and Uffculme School
completed a 65 mile bike ride which visited all schools in
the Trust. It was such a powerful experience to be out on
the road, in the cold, knowing that members of all three of
our secondary schools were doing the same in pursuit of a
better Christmas for those who need it most.

Mr Migliari

We left the Upper Site Carpark at Holyrood in pairs from
08:15 on Saturday 5th December and headed for Neroche
Primary School before climbing onto the Blackdown Hills
up some rather steep hills! The undulating roads along the
top of the Blackdowns took us down into Wellington and
then south to Uffculme School and Uffculme Primary
School. We stopped for a well-earned coffee and cake stop,
provided by the lovely staff at Uffculme School before
heading East, through Honiton, to Axe Valley...for more
coffee and cake provided by staff and students!

Mr Bates

Orlando Migliari
Mr Ayres
Mr Lowe
Mr Ireland
Jack Dickenson (ex-Head boy)
Megan Vaughan (Year 8)
Mr Vaughan (Megan's Dad)
Mr MacCormick

There has been a huge range of fundraising activities taking
place at school over the past couple of weeks and once
again, the students have made us all very proud by leading,
arranging, communicating and empathising really well. They
really are fantastic!
I am delighted to report that we are edging towards our
Trust target of looking after 200 people this Christmas (just
over £5600) and I will of course keep you posted on what
our final total is.
A huge well done to all 35 cyclists from across the Trust
secondary schools for taking on a challenging route on a
very wintery day! It was a stark reminder of the challenges
those without homes face every day. A very special
congratulations has to go to the amazing Megan Vaughan in
Year 8 who completed the entire 65 mile course!
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Introducing our new Head Girl
ELLIE HULL, HEAD GIRL
1. Why did you want to be Head Girl?
I want to be able to make Holyrood a safe working
environment that students are able to truly express
themselves and to be their best even if they don't always see
that.

2. What do you hope to achieve after leaving Holyrood
Academy?
I hope to be able to leave here with the ability to be able to
communicate and understand others both emotionally and from
an educational perspective.

3. What has been the best thing about your life at Holyrood
Academy?
Developing friendships that have shaped me for the better and
being able to participate in charity events that have allowed me
to look to the community around us, not just ourselves.

4. What qualities do you feel you bring to your role here?
I care about the opinions of others and put their needs before my
own when it comes to making decisions about what needs to be
brought to sixth form.

5. What advice would you give to someone hoping to
follow in your footsteps and become Head Girl?
Be confident in your abilities and in yourself to make decisions
and to put forward ideas even if people have other opinions that
might not be your own, be respective of that and be inclusive of
what their needs are.

10. Where do you hope to be in 10 years time?
I hope to have a professional career that provides for my family
and that can make a difference in peoples lives through time and
talents that I develop.

6. What (if any!) mistakes have you made along the way and
what have you learned from them?

11. What is your mantra?
We can do hard things.

Well no one is perfect and I have experienced that when I make
mistakes even daily that can influence mine and others and I've
learnt that even though it's hard to be perfect we can still be
good, be better and be our best.

12. 2020 has been a very tough year. What do you hope
for in 2021?

7. What are your lasting memories of your time at
Holyrood Academy?

I hope we can be able to better communicate with one another
and be able to understand each other. Also, I hope in 2021 that
we can begin to bring back normality into our education as so
many students have been negatively affected by these
circumstances.

Being apart of the sports teams and progressing my athletic
ability which motivated me to study it at A-Level.

8. What do you like to do outside of school?
I enjoy anything that involves sports. I like to spend time with my
family and I have begun to love doing photography during
lockdown.

9. Who inspires you?
My parents encourage me to be motivated to work hard and to
take every opportunity to develop an education like Malala
fought for so courageously.
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Introducing our new Head Boy
OLLIE DENNING, HEAD BOY
1. Why did you want to be Head Boy?
I want to help other students enjoy their time at school as much
as I have done.

2. What do you hope to achieve after leaving Holyrood
Academy?
I hope to study History at university next year and go on to live
and enjoy a successful life and career.

3. What has been the best thing about your life at Holyrood
Academy?
I have made long lasting friendships which I am proud of. I have
learnt how to play hockey and that I love it! I have also developed
a love of history and the sciences.

4. What qualities do you feel you bring to your role here?
I am confident in my problem-solving skills. I am also empathetic,
laidback and approachable, all of which I hope make me a good
student leader.

5. What advice would you give to someone hoping to
follow in your footsteps and become Head Boy?
Always try your best! Look out for others and grab every
leadership opportunity that comes your way.

10. Where do you hope to be in 10 years time?
I want to have a successful career doing what I enjoy whilst also
having a fulfilling family life.

6. What (if any!) mistakes have you made along the way and
what have you learned from them?

11. What is your mantra?

I wish I had thought more about which GCSE subjects to choose. I
now understand that you can be good at something because you
enjoy it, not just because your grades in that subject are strong.

Be the best you can.

12. 2020 has been a very tough year. What do you hope
for in 2021?

7. What are your lasting memories of your time at
Holyrood Academy?

I hope we can move forward from the pandemic and, as others
have in the past, benefit from anything we may have learnt
about ourselves and the world around us.

Every single History trip has been awesome, inspiring and really
helped me to understand my courses.

8. What do you like to do outside of school?
I really enjoy going out to watch football, particularly Wigan
Athletic in Manchester with my mates from holiday.

9. Who inspires you?
Everyone around me who tries their best to be the best they can.
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A Message From The Local Governance Committee
Goodbyes, Hellos and Thankyous!
Goodbyes

Thankyous

Your Local Governance Committee‘s (LGC) long-term
Clerk, Paula Gibson left us this term and also her
administrative post at Holyrood Academy to become the
Personal Assistant to Uffculme Academy Trust’s Chief
Executive Officer, Lorraine Heath. Paula has been a fantastic
asset to the LGC, working tirelessly in the background to
make sure governors are all on track, have the most up-todate information readily available and perform all statutory
duties correctly.

I would like to thank all governors on the LGC, who
despite the current situation and restrictions have carried
on working with and for the Academy with incredible
commitment. There have been this term alone, nineteen
individual visits made to the Academy across a variety of
areas, including: Safeguarding, Health & Safety, Emergency
Lockdown Procedures, Covid-19 Action Plans, Special
Educational Needs, Pupil Premium, Behaviour, Attendance
and Staff Training. In addition to these there have also been
visits linked to the Academy Improvement Plan, where
aspects of the Curriculum, Continued Professional
Development and Pupil Outcomes are being supported and
monitored.

Personally, I would like to thank Paula for her support
during my first year on the LGC, particularly her patience,
knowledge and ability to find the relevant piece of
information I seem to have been searching for for ages! I am
sure all governors wish her well in her new Academy Trust
role.

We have also managed two socially-distanced LGC
meetings this term, as well as coping personally as
individuals with the current Covid-19 situation. The LGC is
certainly building strong team support for the Academy at
the present time, as well as building on, and developing its
knowledge of systems and people.

We have also said goodbye this term to Peter Chapple who
became a governor in the Holyrood/Vector Learning Trust
era. Peter’s particular areas of expertise for the LGC were
Careers Education and Post 16 Education, and his
knowledge and support have been appreciated by us all. We
wish him well in the future.

Finally, the biggest thank-you goes to all parents and carers
of students at Holyrood Academy for your continued
support. The year 2020 has been very different indeed and
we all look forward to a more normal, but new normal
2021. Our Holyrood students and families are fantastic!
However you are managing to celebrate the 2020
Christmas period, the LGC sends you its warmest wishes
for a very happy time.

Hellos
This term’s hellos go to: Linda Driscoll, who as well as
being the Personal Assistant to our Headteacher, Dave
MacCormick, now takes on the LGC Clerk’s role; Philip
Wilson who is a UAT Directors’ appointment to the LGC;
and, once the election has been finalised, a new Parent
Governor. It has been very pleasing to see four parents
showing an interest in the Parent Governor vacancy, all
with different skill sets and all very keen to support the
work of the Academy, its pupils and staff. You will be
receiving information about the voting process, and voting
will be electronically managed through Google Forms.

Thankyou all!

David Pugh, Chair LGC
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Art
This half term Year 7s have been developing their knowledge
of the formal elements into tonal portraits; we have been
really impressed with the quality.
Year 8s have been developing their print work, focusing on
symmetry and repeat patterns using William Morris for
inspiration.
Years 10 and 11 have been developing their independent
projects ready to create final pieces.
The Art department ran a competition to design an 'Among
Us' character. From over 80 entries, the results are:
1st - Carly Retter - Y9
2nd - Sam Edwards-Gaylard - Y7
3rd - Tegan Bide - Year 9

Rebecca Raffell
Jodie Harris

Maya Clements

Kathryn Owens

Nicola Nosek

Tom Wood

Yang Chun

Filip Strzyszewski
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Physical Education
Individual Achievement

Core PE

Congratulations to Harry Appleton in Year 7 who recently
signed to Exeter City FC Academy, a huge achievement and
the first steps to becoming a professional footballer!

Students have been brilliant in Core PE, they have shown
great resilience in coping with all the covid adaptations put in
place to keep them active, healthy and safe.
We made sure that students could still take part in a variety
of activities this half term including; hockey, netball, football,
dance, capture the flag, dodgeball, table tennis, basketball and
lifestyle fitness.
Over the last few weeks of term we ran a series of
tournaments in lessons to finish the term with added
competitive edge! Well done to students for keeping active
and staying positive.
A great example of ‘playing with a smile’ is Chase Pinney et
al. in a recent Year 7 Capture the Flag lesson!
Have a great Christmas and New Year,
Holyrood PE and Sport Department

A Real Chief!
We are really proud to have a
Professional rugby player in our
PE department! Miss Armstrong
joined us in September to teach
Core PE.
Miss Armstrong plays for Exeter
Chiefs who compete in the
Allianz Premier 15s which is the
top Women’s Rugby League in
the world! They train and play at
Sandy Park and have full access
to high quality S&C, Physio,
Nutrition, Psychology and coaching staff. She trains three times
a week and plays at the weekends alongside working here at
Holyrood and coaching our brilliant girls teams!
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Physical Education
BTEC SPORT - Level 2

BTEC SPORT - Level 3

A huge well done to the Year 11 BTEC Sport Level 2
students that have recently completed their Unit 1 exam.
This counts towards their final grade, and the results will be
issued in the New Year.

It has been a busy and productive term for students taking
BTEC Sport Level 3. The Year 12 students have so far
completed topics in preparation for their Anatomy and
Physiology exam in the summer term. These include; the
Skeletal System, the Muscular System and the Respiratory
System. The Year 12s can be seen in the photos taking part
in revision games they had prepared for their peers to do to
aid learning.

Lifestyle Fitness
We have a state of the art gym and fitness studio available
to the students and staff for only £9.99 a month! The Fitness
Centre Manager is on duty to introduce the children to all
the equipment and make sure they work out safely. With
covid restrictions in place each year group is allocated an
hour a week from 3.15 -4.15pm:

Our Year 13 students have been very busy preparing for
their Unit 2 Fitness Training and Programming exam in
January and will have completed it before this newsletter
goes to print.
Good luck to Ellie, Seb and Kirsty.

Years 12 & 13 Monday
Year 7 Tuesday
Year 8 Wednesday
Year 9 Thursday
Years 10 & 11 Friday
This hour is also available during school holidays. This is an
amazing opportunity for children to learn how to use gym
equipment in a relaxed and friendly environment with their
friends and have fun exploring the variety of machines.
https://www.lifestylefitness.co.uk/chard
(01460) 200486

Mr Jenkins and Mr Barker have been working hard (physically & mentally)
to gain their Level 2 Fitness Instructor qualification. This will enable more
opportunities for Holyrood students to have PE lessons in the Lifestyle
Fitness centre!
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Odd Socks for Anti Bullying Awareness
UNITED AGAINST BULLYING
Whether it is verbal, physical, online or in-person, bullying has a significant impact on a child’s life well into adulthood.
This year, more than ever, we’ve witnessed the positive power that society can have when we come together to tackle a
common challenge. Bullying has a long lasting effect on those who experience and witness it. But by channelling our
collective power, through shared efforts and shared ambitions, we can reduce bullying together.

We wore odd socks to
encourage people to
express themselves
and celebrate their
individuality and what
makes us all unique!
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Odd Socks for Anti-Bullying Awareness
From parents and carers, to teachers and politicians, to children and young people, we all have our part to play in coming
together to make a difference. We are all a piece in the puzzle, and together, we are united against bullying.
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Year 8 Cake Sale

Charity Running!

Wow! An amazing bake sale took place on 20th November
at lower site for Cancer Research. The Year 8
Ambassadors and their friends worked their socks off
producing posters, money pots, and delicious bakes and
fudge to outclass British Bake Off!

To support the Crisis at Christmas charity which Holyrood
staff and students are very passionate about, Year 8
students Sam Glenn and Oscar Wadey ran a sponsored
10k, raising over £100.

Despite Covid bubble separation, another table was
manned by staff for the Year 11s. This cohort generously
contributed, with little to no prior notice - scrambling
amongst themselves to find the needed cash and buy
themselves and each other goodies, handing over whatever
money they had available.
Year 8s arrived in hoards to pile on equally generous
donations, whilst ambassadors worked effortlessly as a
team, ensuring that all ran smoothly and nearly all bakes
were sold.
A fabulous atmosphere created by good will, generosity and
organised, hard work by Year 8 Ambassadors earned
Cancer Research £124.00 in 25 minutes.
Mrs Ward

Not to be left out, Mr Slinger also got out in his lycra and
completed a 6.5k for Crisis, adding to the steadily growing
total to feed 200 homeless people this Christmas.
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Carlile Cup

History Fellowship

On the last day of our first half-term, four students enjoyed
their socially-distanced Carlile Cup Breakfast with Mrs
Carlile. Orders were taken of hot chocolate, bacon rolls,
orange juice and pain au chocolat and the students enjoyed
a relaxing start to their day.

It is with great pleasure that we take this opportunity to
celebrate and say congratulations to Mr Roper, Holyrood
Academy’s Head of History.
Mr Roper has successfully been awarded a place on the
Local History Fellowship Programme, a prestigious national
opportunity jointly ran by the Historical Association and
the British Association for Local History.

The winners (Mina Fanneran, Anais Baxter, Ava Larcombe
and Sam Dunn) were nominated by teachers due to
working hard, being kind and joining in and said that they
could get used to being waited on for breakfast every day!

The Local History Fellowship Programme provides History
teachers with the opportunity to work with renowned
historians, archivists and history education specialists
supported by the University College London Institute of
Education. Throughout the programme, Mr Roper will be
specialising in how schools can bring History to life in the
classroom by teaching students about their local history.
This will lead to Mr Roper creating resources about the
local history of Chard that will then be shared with all
history teachers in the country by the History
Association.

This half term’s winners will celebrate during the last week
of term (after going to press!)

Only six secondary school history teachers in the UK were
successfully appointed to this fellowship and we couldn’t be
more proud that Mr Roper was selected as one of them.
We know that he’ll celebrate the brilliance of Holyrood
Academy and its students as part of his engagement with
this programme alongside bringing national attention to the
local history of Chard.

Academy Expectations
Our expectations of our students are simple and clear.
These posters are displayed around the Academy.
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Computing & IT
SCRATCH - YEAR 7
Our creative Year 7 students have been designing and creating their platform game. We have been really impressed with the
level of engagement and are proud that some students program at home. Our Year 7 students are the best!

TURTLE PROGRAMMING - YEAR 8
Due to lockdown, we were unable to teach Year 8s the next steps in
programming; moving from block programming to text based. Our Year 8
students have taken the challenge with gusto and in fact we now have some
students who have downloaded Python at home and are programming in their own time. A
particular shout out to Amelia Szymichowska, Charlie D, Sarah Lean, Kathryn Owens, Emily
Mitchell, Max Bond & Ben Knight.

CREATING A MOVIE POSTER - YEAR 9
Our Year 9 students have undertaken a creative media challenge of using Photoshop to create a movie poster for a specific
brief. Students were asked to create a fictitious poster to advertise ‘Chardbury Movie Festival’. They have taken up the
challenge with gusto and we have some great examples of their interpretation of the brief.
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Digital Media
Year 12 Digital Media students have had a fantastic start to
the year. Students have been developing their image
manipulation skills in PhotoShop, and have almost completed
their first unit of work. As we have been using industry
standard software, students will be able to take the skills
learnt so far into further study or straight into the world of
work.
Here you can find some examples of the work we have been
doing - the topic this year is Movie Poster - these look
fantastic. We are very proud of you all!
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Drama

British Citizen Youth
Award Winners

Well it’s been all change in Drama with things being very
different in lessons this term! Our lovely drama rooms may
have been replaced with tables and chairs BUT that doesn’t
mean the creativity has stopped and we have been really
proud of the way the students have adapted themselves to
‘classroom’ drama – we look forward to getting back into
practical as soon as it’s safe to do so!
A huge congratulations to our Year 11 students for finally
completing their devised exam. Ms Jolliffe and Mrs Lowe
were incredibly impressed by how both classes, despite
absences and last minute changes, were able to perform
some pieces of incredible drama work. Well done!

We are so proud of 3 Holyrood students who won the
prestigious British Citizen Youth Award which is the youth
equivalent of an OBE.

Year 10 GCSE students are now vastly approaching starting
work towards their first exam where they will be devising
work from a variety of stimulus. Students have spent this
term gaining the ‘tools’ to apply to the creation of these
pieces and we hope that they have enjoyed learning about
specific practitioners, theatre companies and styles of
theatre. We can’t wait to get started!

Charlotte Berry, Kane Roker and Joseph Bartlett were
recognised with this wonderful award as a result of their
dedicated service to the local community as stalwarts of the
Chard COVID Group.
They recently attended a celebratory tea with Mr
MacCormick and Mrs Challis who were delighted to
congratulate the students and thank them for their amazing
efforts.

Students in key stage 3 have also been producing great work
since September. Year 7s have made a good start to drama
at Holyrood where they have been exploring the purpose
and delivery of monologues in performance.
Our Year 8 students have been learning about using stimulus
material as a starting kit for drama ideas – the imagination
and creativity of some of these have been superb!

Only 23 young people out of 1600 nominees in the UK
received this award and 3 of them were from our school
community. What an achievement!

Year 9s have been enjoying ‘live’ theatre itself and focusing
on the fantastic production of ‘Hamilton’ in order to analyse
specific production values in the world of theatre.
Our BTEC Performing Arts students have been continuing
exploring key practitioners; putting theory into practice –
Mr Barge has been really pleased with the progress and
work ethic demonstrated by this group. Keep it up!
On behalf of the drama team we would like to wish all of
our students a very happy and safe Christmas.
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English
While Years 10 and 11 have been working hard preparing for mock exams, Years 7, 8 and 9 have continued with their new
themed curriculum. Year 7s have been 'Exploring New Worlds' through analysis of Shakespeare's 'The Tempest' and
other well-known fiction texts linking to new, exciting worlds. They have used their study of fictional texts to develop their
writing skills. Year 8s have been thinking about 'journeys and identity' through their study of Pip in Great Expectations and
Year 9s have been exploring the idea of 'Friendship' through Steinbeck's 'Of Mice and Men' whilst focusing on the importance
of setting and character in the novella, both analytically and creatively.
Year 7 Creative Writing:

Year 8 Great Expectations:

Year 9 Of Mice And Men:
George and Lennie's relationship is presented as a burden for George who has to worry for the both of them as Lennie is so clueless.
This is demonstrated through the quotation 'with restless eyes... every part of him was defined.' In particular, the use of the adjective
'restless' emphasises the fact that George is never at peace and is always expecting the worst. This foreshadows the events to come
because George knows that something can always go wrong with Lennie.
Hannah, Year 9 (An extract from her final assessment)
Year 9 Creative Writing:
Elegantly, a petite woman pranced down the alleyway; her white dress whipping around her, sprinkled with lemon butter cups and rubyred poppies. A mane of gold hair dangled out behind her as she ran, long snakes dancing in the breeze. Vast puffs of leaves dangled
from the rooves of squat houses which were frosted in a variety of vibrant colours. Like a spray of perfume, the overwhelming scent of
roses and lavender wound its way up the nose of the running girl. Her eyes glittered in the light of the sun. Above the fairytale town, the
aquaramarine sky loomed whilst cotton candy clouds were sprawled across the endless blue. All was well.
Meg, Year 9
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Careers Update

Science

This term both Years 9 and 10 have had a careers focus
within PSHE. This has meant exploring future choices and
pathways through the use of Career Pilot. Career Pilot
enables students a chance to explore career and industry
pathways alongside information and advice on options at
post-14 and post-16. It also has a parent section which
provides useful information. There is a widget embedded
into the Holyrood Academy website which allows for a
useful comparison between jobs, giving detail to students on
qualifications and skills needed. This is particularly useful
with all young people aged 18 and under continuing in
learning (education or training).

Thanks to the hard work of our Science laboratory
technicians, the Science department is now able to offer
engaging practicals to all students at Holyrood. We
consider practical skills a core part of learning Science at
secondary school. While Covid-19 restrictions have slightly
changed how these practicals are completed, our students
are still getting rich experience of laboratory practice.
Each practical group is assigned and recorded by the
teacher, and each group works in a specified zone of the
classroom. All equipment is quarantined after use.
Our practical work this half term has focused on how the
human body works. For example, our Year 9 students have
been discussing why the cells of living organisms are so
small. They investigated how quickly substances diffuse in to
and out of ‘cells’ made of agar jelly. Their results show them
that it takes a long time for substances to diffuse into the
centre of larger cubes. If these were our cells they would
run out of oxygen very quickly! Congratulations to Callum
Trigger who worked like a top scientist, getting great
results!

Local labour market information is published regularly and
allows us to see which industries are growing within our
region. This can help to plan careers ideas for the future
and to provide inspiration for our students.
Students are able to book an appointment with our
Independent Careers Advisor, Emma Higman, who offers
impartial advice to all of Holyrood Academy’s students. This
helps students to discuss their next steps and plan their
future.

An example of diffusion into agar cubes, showing how
substances diffuse more quickly into the smaller cells.

Other year groups have been learning about how different
parts of the human body are adapted for their functions.
Year 7s have been learning about movement and how our
muscles work in pairs to allow us to move, while Year 8s
have been treated to a demonstration of how our digestive
system works, all the way from gums to bums!
Finally, congratulations to Year 11 for their hard work and
dedication in their mock examinations, which will surely pay
off. Year 13 A-level students have mock examinations
upcoming and our Year 13 BTEC Applied Science students
are completing their final examinations in January. From
everyone in the science department, we wish our Year 13
students the best of luck.
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History

Maths Challenge

Year 7, 8 and 9 students are following wonderful thematic
curriculums at present.

Maths is Amazing!
Here at Holyrood Academy the Maths Team truly believe
this and we want our students to believe it too.

Year 7 study the theme of power, year 8 war and conflict
and Year 9 knowledge and learning. This has allowed
students to write wonderfully well joined up pieces of
work. Here a Year 7 student connects the way Charles I
regarded himself and connects this to their study of Rome.
Well done Zak!

When we ask our students why they enjoy Maths, most of
the time we get responses like “because I am good at it” or
“because I feel like I know what I am doing” but we would
like to challenge our students to come out of their comfort
zone and enjoy Maths because it can be hard and because
they just love solving problems. We would also love them
to be inspired to discover more and more. We want to give
our students the opportunities to appreciate the wonder of
Mathematics.

Zak Potter – Year 7
The painting located in Whitehall Banqueting House, made by
Peter Paul Rubens, shows James I getting angels to lift his crown
on to his head. This shows that James and his son Charles
believed in the ‘Divine Right of Kings’ This means that they
thought they were appointed by God and that they had total
power. Charles was raised to believe that God had chosen him
creating huge arguments with his Parliament because he had no
reason to share his power – people began to compare him to a
tyrant like Tarquin the Proud, the last King of Rome. Charles as
a young boy would recognise himself as someone like Julius
Caesar, Caesar himself believed he was like a God on the day of
his triumph in Rome. This links with Charles believing he was a
‘little God’.

One of the ways we are doing this is to set them a weekly
challenge from the Nrich website:

www.nrich.maths.org
Students do not require an account and can access the
challenges through Google Classroom or by just going to
the website and selecting the “Secondary Students” tab.
They then just need to select the latest feature section and
try solving the problem. Once students have worked on
their solutions they can bring them in to their Maths
teacher and they will be rewarded with house points. The
best ones will also be chosen for displays and further
rewards.
Please do encourage your children to participate and have a
go – maybe you could join in too!

Health & Social Care
Year 12 and 13 students have been working hard revising
for their Unit 2 and Unit 4 exams coming up in January.
Good luck to all of you. who are sitting the exams.
Year 11 students have worked tirelessly on their
coursework for Creative Activities and have enjoyed the
practical elements. A large number of students securing top
mark band grades for this piece of work. Well done to all.
Year 10 students have been working on different types of
Communcation and Communication Barriers. This has been
a real eye opener to the students. They particularly enjoyed
learning sign language and Makaton.
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Textiles
Year 7 After completing a Graphics unit of work at the beginning of term, Year 7 Textiles students have now been able to
start their scheduled module into 'Pop Art'. They have designed and tested the techniques they will be using. They have now
moved onto creating their final piece which will make up the main part of their 'Pop Art' inspired cushion.
Jack Evered

Isabel Gray

Jodie Harris

Year 8 After completing a Graphics unit of work at the beginning of term, Year 8 Textiles students have now been able to
start their scheduled module into a 'Mexican day of the dead' inspired drawstring bag. This allows them to build on skills
gained in Year 7 and develop further, through the use of more complex machine skills, hand techniques and new decorative
techniques (screen printing and tie dye).
Year 9 After completing a Graphics unit of work at the beginning of term, Year 9 Textiles students have now been able to
start their scheduled module into a series of sessions based around core skills required in both the GCSE and KS3 National
curriculum. They have learnt about fibres, fabrics, fabric testing, felt and paper making and how and why we carry out
product analysis. Year 9s have been absolutely fantastic at undertaking this new scheme of work and all of their teachers have
been amazed by the level of detail they have been writing in within their workbook and within the posed GCSE style
questions.
Year 11 Since returning to school Year 11s have been tirelessly working on their GCSE coursework. They started their
coursework during lockdown and since they have returned they have been working on the design and development
section. Unfortunately, due to it being a live piece of work, I am unable to show any aspects of it. But believe me, it's looking
wonderful.
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Textiles
Year 10 This half term Year 10s have been researching into print designer Marimekko and fashion designer Alexander
McQueen. Within this unit of work they have developed inspiration boards based around these designers. From their
inspiration boards they have produced digital prints from they own original images, block designs and further developed the
use of disperse dye to create their own original patterns and prints. This pattern work will now be used within the lining of
their storage container project which will also include electro textiles.
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Sixth Form

It has been a busy half term for our Sixth Formers and staff but one which has showcased their exceptional academic
ability and kindness. Many of our Year 13 students have now completed their UCAS (university) applications, with many
of them having already received conditional and unconditional offers. It is a real pleasure reading their personal
statements and being reminded of all that they have achieved but also their incredible individuality. This has been
showcased in the mock interviews which have been held every day for the last three weeks to support our students
who have already been invited to interview at the University of East Anglia to read Medicine, Cambridge University to
read History and another student at Cambridge University to read English Literature.
Alongside these applications, both Year 12 and 13 students have been proactive in making the most of the virtual
opportunities that are currently available to them. These have included a range of fantastic work experience placements,
specialist lectures, online courses, university fairs, apprenticeship pathways and much more! This is something I feel
really passionate about as these experiences not only enrich our students’ subject knowledge but provide vital life
experiences to help them gain an insight into the wider world and assist them in making informed decisions about their
future. The students may get sick of the emails I send to them but we have to utilise the virtual world and see this as a
silver lining the pandemic has provided for rural communities.
HE+ Cambridge Programme
Sixteen of our Year 12 students have been fortunate to have been selected to participate in the Cambridge HE+
Programme this year – we were given six extra places this year which is an excellent reflection of the hard work our
students and staff are putting in (typically a maximum of ten students are invited to participate from each Post-16
institution). This is a brilliant opportunity for our students, their first session went over super curricula activities and the
challenges of preparing a competitive application. The students are now in the process of selecting their specialist
subject areas in preparation for the bespoke lecture series which begins in January. It is so nice seeing their thirst for
knowledge and how this has led to them and other students in the year groups completing applications to partake in the
Exeter Progression Programme, the Nuffield Research Placements and In2Science – amazing enrichment opportunities
which will help them stand out even more when applying for apprenticeships, university or direct employment.
Year 11 Sixth Form Virtual Open Evening
Thank you to all the Year 11 students, parents and carers who took the time to watch our ‘Life in the Sixth Form’ video
and individual subject videos, as well as listening to my Loom presentation. If you haven’t had a chance to have a look at
these they can be found here: https://www.holyroodacademy.com/academy/sixthform/information-evening/205/
This was then followed by three virtual ‘Question and Answer’ evenings and a flurry of applications. We are happy for
students to submit their applications online or on a hardcopy, whichever means they prefer. I do ask that all applications
are completed by the 29th January to ensure all interviews can take place before February half term.
I have also been asked by several students about when the Taster Day will be rescheduled for. I do apologise that this
had to be cancelled on the 5th November due to the national lockdown but it is our hope that our Year 11 Taster Day
will be rescheduled for the early Spring Term, we are just waiting for a confirmed date with Yeovil College so we are
able to offer the day for our vocational partnership courses too. As soon as this is known, I will of course contact all
students and parents. If you have any questions please do contact me on fchallis@educ.somerset.gov.uk
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Sixth Form
Christmas!
Christmas arrived in the Sixth Form block on the 1st of December, and what a joy it has brought to all. The students
enjoyed decorating our trees, our café has supplied us with wonderful festive treats and crucially at the centre of this is
all the time being spent to recognise the importance of caring for one another.
Our Senior Team has been active in supporting the town by organising a Christmas Present Appeal for Sixth Form
students and teachers to contribute to. They were able to provide an enormous box of brand new presents to donate
to the Lord’s Larder to try and share the joy that Christmas can bring. They plan to hold a whole school charity appeal
in the New Year with our annual Food Bank; details for this will be shared in assemblies and via email in January.
The Senior Team has also been raising awareness for the homeless and joined in with the rest of the Academy to raise
money for Crisis at Christmas. The students decided to have a Christmas Jumper day, many of these jumpers took big
personalities to pull off, but the students did a brilliant job for the charity whilst having fun!
Our Advent Calendar has been successful again. Each day a student is awarded a small gift of chocolate or a sweet for an
act of kindness that has been noticed. This leads to their name being entered into a Christmas Stocking draw, which the
tutors have also contributed three further names each into. On Wednesday 16th one name will be drawn and on the
last morning of term the lucky student will win this year’s gifts. A small thank you for their huge acts of kindness, which
keep us all smiling and working hard.
We wish everyone a very Merry Christmas and a joyous and healthy New Year!
Mrs Felicity Challis
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Student Leadership
The Student Ambassadors were given the task to design and execute a fund-raising project to support Ms King's project
for Cancer Research UK. All of the year groups worked very hard and started to develop the teams that they will be
working in all year. Year 8 deserves a special mention because their efforts raised over £150 for this amazing charity.
The Student Ambassadors have now moved onto their next project to design and collect data from a student
survey. This will be asking students how they feel about the covid protections in place at the Academy as well as their
thoughts about the quality of youth clubs in the community.
It happened! 20 inches gone to make a wig for a child who has lost their hair through cancer. A MASSIVE thank you to
everyone who has sponsored and donated over £400. Together we will beat Cancer.
https://fundraise.cancerresearchuk.org/page/holyrood-academy-cancer-research-fundraising
Ms Caz King...before and after!

House Points Update 10.12.2020

16782

17277

18306
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Geography

Music

Holyrood’s geographers have been hard at work this term!

All year groups have been working exceptionally hard in
music. We’ve been composing animal soundtracks in Year
7, learning about music for the stage in Year 8 and
composing our own class pop song in Years 9 and Year 10
while 11s have been working hard improving their
performance and composition skills.

In Years 7 and 8 we have learnt about how destructive our
dependency on non-renewable energy resources is and
what our love of cheap, seasonal shopping does to the
environment and how it affects people in other countries.
Year 9 students have been transported to the fabulous
country of Brazil! Diving deep into rainforests and cities
immersing ourselves in the history and culture of the
country.

You can head to the Music Instagram to hear your students
hard work.
Finally, to end the year, the music department created a
virtual winter concert for the last day of term. This will be
promoted on the school website and our music Instagram
page for you to view.

After finishing our catch up programme, Year 10s moved on
to learn about Global Hazards. We discovered why it
always seems to rain in the West of the UK before shifting
to the hotter and drier climates found in Australia. We are
all looking forward to continuing to learn about tectonic
hazards in January.

Click here to view the event on our Youtube page!

Virtual Christmas Concert

Year 11s have been hard at work PEEL-ing BUGs for their
TEA in preparation for their GCSE mock (ask a year 11
geographer if you are confused!). Good luck from all of the
geography team for all of your January results!

N Wilsher and K Seib

Sixth Form geographers are working hard on their
independent investigations. We have a diverse group this
time, choosing fieldwork locations like Exeter, Lyme Regis
and Taunton. January Mocks are coming up, remember to
go through your notes and make sure you have summaries
of your case studies over the holidays so you can hit the
ground running in Jan!

Subject Evenings

Term Dates 2021

I would like to take this opportunity to reassure all parents
and carers that it is still our plan to hold Subject Evenings
for every year group in 2021.

SPRING TERM
Monday 4th January 2021 - Thursday 1st April 2021
Half Term
Monday 15th February 2021 - Friday 19th February 2021

School Cloud, the website who run our appointment
system for Subject Evenings have been working hard to
develop a video calling system that will enable Covid-safe
contact between teachers and parents.

SUMMER TERM
Monday 19 April 2021 - Friday 23rd July 2021
Half Term
Monday 31st May 2021 - Friday 4th June 2021

Staff at Holyrood have also been working hard behind the
scenes to test the new system and rearrange the dates of all
Subject Evenings.
We will contact you with the new dates and detailed
information about the new system in January.

INSET DAYS:
Monday 4th January 2021
Thursday 1st April 2021

Mr Greg Ireland
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